2020 Local Content and Service Report

"I think as members of the human race, one of
the best things we can do is continue to learn.
That's what PBS is to me. A place to learn.
Whether it be one of the many children's
programs, travel, cooking, watching Bob Ross
paint, Nova, Ken Burns' documentaries,
Masterpiece, or my beloved Antiques Road
Show, each time I watch a PBS show, I learn
something. PBS is a true gift to all, and my life
would be much less interesting if it didn't exist.
Long live PBS!" - Janice Adler, Decatur IN

PBS Fort Wayne engages our community through content and collaborations
that educate, inform, inspire, and entertain.
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PBS FW is a valued service in
northeast Indiana:

PBS FW educates, engages
across northeast Indiana:

In 2020, PBS FW provided a
variety of key local services:

PBS FW is a critical, free,
educational, cultural, and civic
broadcast service, available to
any home or classroom,
regardless of income,
education, gender, ethnic
background or age.

PBS FW reaches more than
800,000 persons in northeast
Indiana and northwest Ohio with
children’s educational programming
24-hours a day on air, online and
over the PBS FW mobile app - plus
local and national arts, sciences,
humanities, local public affairs and
national/international news.

Extensive local programming on
community developments
concerning COVID-19, including
profiles of ongoing work by nearly 30
area nonprofit groups.

For every dollar of federal
funding received, PBS FW
raises nearly three additional
dollars locally, effectively
providing a 265% return on the
federal investment – a most
successful and effective publicprivate partnership.
Community governed and
managed, PBS FW builds
personal value and civic capital
by being responsive, relational
and relevant to its service area.

Initiated local livestreaming on
PBS.org, station video portals, and
the PBS App on Roku. PBS FW also
began streaming on YouTube TV.

For 45 years, PBS FW remains the
only public television station in
northeast Indiana and the region’s
only locally owned and operated
full-power television service.

Created new literacy and programs
for families, such as Notable
Neighbor Read Along, and “Be My
Neighbor” Online Summer Camp.

As a trusted community partner,
PBS FW is a primary focal point for
the advancement of arts and
culture, history, education, and
quality of life in our community.

Partnered with Allen County Public
Library’s Audio Reading Service to
stream its programs on an audio
channel of 39.4 to serve those with
visual difficulties.
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IN THE COMMUNITY
Meeting the broad range of needs and interests of the community is the heart of PBS FW’s mission:
PBS FW engages our community through content and collaborations that educate, inform, inspire, and entertain.
For 45 years, PBS FW has been the only public television station in northeast Indiana and is today the only locally owned
and operated full power television service in the region. Digital technology provides PBS FW the ability to align its mission
with programming across five broadcast channels that reach more than 800,000 persons in 11 northeast Indiana and three
northwest Ohio counties. This highly rural area includes 6.8% of persons who live below the poverty level. To its varied
audiences, PBS FW is a free, over the air broadcast service, including closed captioning broadcasts for the hearing
impaired, descriptive video service for the sight impaired, and carriage of Allen County Public Library’s Audio Reading
service on a secondary channel of PBS FW Explore (39-4).
In addition to the station's main High Definition channel (39-1), viewers can receive PBS FW Kids (39-2), a 24-hour free
service dedicated to quality, non-commercial, educational children's programming. Beyond broadcast, PBS FW Kids
streams live online for children and families to watch on a variety of devices over the free PBS FW mobile app. PBS FW
Create (39-3) offers a national schedule of "How To…" and travel programs. PBS FW Explore (39-4) airs local and Indianacentric programs, international news, public affairs, and the best of PBS. PBS FW WX (39.5) provides continuous near
real-time (within 30-seconds) National Weather Service Doppler radar, weather warnings and NWS audio. With a
broadcast signal of more than 350,000-watts, PBS FW is well positioned to serve its region more than ever before.
A Strategic Focus on Public Service
Strengthening local connections remains a key component of PBS FW’s strategic plan. PBS FW produces local
information programs throughout the week – four of them are live call-in shows to encourage viewer engagement:
 Matters of the Mind - hosted by Dr. Jay Fawver, Matters of the Mind airs Mondays at 7:30pm. This program offers
viewers the chance to interact with one of this area's most respected mental health experts.
 HealthLine - since January 1996, this informative half-hour has featured local experts from diverse resources and
backgrounds to put these developments and trends into a local perspective. HealthLine keeps viewers informed of the
latest developments in the worlds of medicine, health and wellness.
 LIFE Ahead - on Wednesdays at 7:30pm, LIFE Ahead is this area’s only weekly call-in resource devoted to offering an
interactive news and discussion forum for adults. Hosted by veteran broadcaster Sandy Thomson.
 arts IN focus - the region’s only locally produced weekly regional arts magazine, arts IN focus airs Thursdays at 7:30
pm. The program introduces viewers to area artists, artisans, and cultural organizations. A goal of arts IN focus is to
produce all segments on location, which adds variety of presentation and deepens viewer engagement with the
content being presented. Nearly 175 artists and arts groups have been featured since the show’s premiere 2015.The
program is the one of the most watched offerings online.
 PrimeTime - the area's only live weekly news, analysis, and cultural update forum, PrimeTime airs Fridays at 7:30pm.
In September 2020, PBS Fort Wayne teamed up Early Childhood Alliance to promote Bright by Text, a national program
offering free quality information by text to parents. Bright by Text puts expert tips, games and child development
information directly into the hands of parents and caregivers, with content focused on pre-birth through age eight. The
service features valued content from PBS. In addition to expert content, Bright by Text includes messages about events
and resources specific to the Fort Wayne community, including information from PBS Fort Wayne. To sign up, parents and
caregivers with children under five can text the word “Child” to 274448.
A photo contest, outdoor walks, community screeners and a Primetime program – all sponsored by PBS Fort Wayne drew awareness and viewers to The Age of Nature, a three-part series in October 2020. The programs explored
humanity's relationship with nature and wildlife as scientists and conservationists examine ways we can restore our planet.
Station partners in the local outreach effort included Allen County Parks & Recreation, The Little River Wetlands Project,
South Whitley Community Public Library, Carnegie Public Library of Steuben County and Auburn’s Eckhart Public Library.
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IN THE COMMUNITY

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced Indiana schools and school districts to rethink how they provide instruction to students
who are learning completely at home or in a hybrid model. PBS Fort Wayne and the state’s public television stations are
partnering with the Indiana Department of Education (DOE) to offer at-home learning experiences for students K-12.
As a member of Indiana Public Broadcasting Stations (IPBS), PBS Fort Wayne publishes PBS Kids programming schedules
that connect on-air educational programs to corresponding curriculum focusing on math, science, literacy, and other subjects.
These schedules are posted on the Indiana Department of Education website. PBS Fort Wayne broadcasts more than 220
hours of high-quality educational children’s programming each week.
A second supporting resource is PBS LearningMedia, a free source of educational tools organized by
grade-level, subject area, and learning objectives. PBS LearningMedia resources were developed with
the input of educators. They are contextualized for educational use and align with Indiana curriculum
standards. The resources include grab-and-go activities, lesson plans, interactive lessons, and media
illustrating specific topics/themes and support materials across subjects.
Indiana Public Broadcasting Stations and the Indiana Department of Education are also working on a statewide pilot to provide
school systems with the ability to deliver instructional content to students through educational datacasting (video), which uses
over-the-air TV signals to deliver educational content that can be used on computers in homes where internet availability is
spotty or non-existent. While broadcasting refers to sending programming “over-the-air” across a geographic region that can
be received by an antenna and played on a television, datacasting refers to using those same signals to transmit data to be
used on a computer. In 2020, an educational datacasting pilot program with Jennings County School Corporation is underway
with similar programs coming together in northeast Indiana and across the state. Thanks to CARES Act funding, there is no
cost for school systems to participate.
Using a datacasting receiver and
antenna provided by IPBS, students
can receive instructional items that
include recorded and live lectures,
problem sets, reading units, lesson
plans, quizzes, tests, and a host of
classroom assignments.
Only students with the supplied receivers
can access the data. The content is
encrypted and sent over a secured signal,
ensuring that no one else can alter the
information downloaded by a student.
Children can only access the content that
is sent through the datacast, meaning
they won’t be able to stumble across
inappropriate content like one might with
an internet connection
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STORIES OF IMPACT
GE in Fort Wayne Connects Generations
PBS Fort Wayne produced a new historical documentary
film, Electric Legacy: The Story of General Electric in
Fort Wayne, which premiered in March 2020. The film
takes viewers on a journey through 140 years of Fort
Wayne history and connects to people, places, and
events in US history.
Drawing on countless hours of research and hundreds of
historical photographs, this film chronicles the early
history of the company in Fort Wayne beginning with the
company's energetic and resourceful founder, Ranald
Trevor McDonald, and how he fought to save the
company from fiery disasters, financial difficulty, and
outside forces trying to pull the company away from Fort
Wayne. We look at how the paths of The Fort Wayne
"Jenney" Electric Company and the General Electric
Company intertwined and how the company eventually
became part of the GE family.
The film features the invention and development of
important advancements and products in the early
electrical industry, including arc lights, electric motors,
fans, refrigerators, turbo-superchargers for US aircraft in
WWII, and even the garbage disposal.
The documentary examines the demise of General
Electric in Fort Wayne and explores the redevelopment
of the campus through the Electric Works project, a
mixed-use district of office, residential, and retail. With
more than 20,000 employees at its peak in the 1940s,
Electric Legacy connected families today with
generations of those who worked at GE –a unique,
community connection PBS Fort Wayne made possible.

Sharing Performing Arts Connections
PBS FW ‘s local productions featured two November 2020
collaborations with The Fort Wayne Philharmonic. At
Sweetwater on the November 1, the station recorded the
“Violins of Hope Retrospective” recital with Vadim Gluzman,
violin, and Angela Yoffe, piano. One week later, PBS FW
production staff recorded the Fort Wayne Philharmonic
Youth Symphony’s 250th birthday tribute to Ludwig von
Beethoven at The Clyde Theater. With no audience
permitted, the musicians filled the floor of the venue for
COVID-19 distancing protocol. Photo at right (top) shows
Engineering Manager Matt Kyle providing final checks on
video quality before recordings. Below, Associate Producer
Jonathon Nuthals (l) and Operations Manager Todd Grimes
(r) look over multiple camera positions for the recordings.
Ten PBS FW staff members were positioned behind the
cameras and in the truck to record these local cultural
events. Both productions aired in December 2020.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Connecting with Our Community During COVID-19

From internal operations to external programs and services, PBS Fort Wayne staff came together - even while working
at least six feet apart – to connect our community to continuing developments surrounding COVID-19:


Coronavirus: Live Community Forum – From March 20 to May 1, PBS Fort Wayne produced hour-long weekly
studio conversations with Allen County Health Commissioner Dr. Deb McMahan, as well as local medical and
community leaders, providing timely and relevant information on the spread of the virus. Each Friday program
included the opportunity for viewers to call in questions to a phone bank of health professionals (photo above).



Coronavirus Mental Health Roundtable – During his Monday, 7:30 pm timeslot, Dr. Jay Fawver hosted a
weekly discussion with regional mental health experts about how the pandemic affects mental health, and what
suggestions, coping strategies and resources viewers may access.



Coping with COVID-19 - The novel coronavirus has created an evolving situation that is impacting nonprofit
organizations in different ways – operationally, financially, strategically. From June through September 2020,
thirteen regional nonprofit organizations were featured, discussing how their agency has been adapting,
overcoming, and rethinking their mission of service – and their future.



Moving Forward – From October through December, this weekly series continued the station’s exploration of
how area nonprofit organizations are carrying out their work during the pandemic, learning more about the
challenges and opportunities that have arisen due to the coronavirus, and how the community can connect with
area nonprofits to further their missions. Sixteen regional organizations were profiled during the eight programs.



IN and OH Statehouse News Conferences – Each weekday at 2 pm, Ohio Governor Mike DeWine held a news
conference that was broadcast on PBSFW Explore (39.4). Thirty minutes later, Indiana Governor Eric Holcomb
held his news briefing that was broadcast on our main channel.

Live Streaming Expands Station Platforms, Viewer Options
Viewers can now watch PBS Fort Wayne how, when, and where they want to, regardless of provider. PBS Fort Wayne
began local live streaming of the station’s main channel (39.1) in November 2020. The live stream is available through
PBS.org, the PBS Fort Wayne website, and the PBS App. The live stream is available on your computer or on other
devices that support the following web browsers: Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Safari (Apple), Microsoft Edge.
You can only watch the live stream from PBS Fort Wayne within our broadcast service area. You will be unable to view
the live stream of PBS Fort Wayne outside this geographic area. You do not need to be a member with PBS Fort Wayne
to watch the station’s live stream. There is no fee required, and you will not be prompted to enter any payment
information before watching the live stream. The live stream programming is the same as that broadcast on our primary
channel. Our program schedule is available on the PBS Fort Wayne website as well as our free PBS Fort Wayne app.
More information on PBS Fort Wayne live streaming can be found here.
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Evaluating Outcomes, Measuring
New Ways PBS Fort Wayne Serves Children
When COVID struck in March, all plans for community
outreach over the summer were cancelled. In May,
PBS FW localized an idea to offer a weekly children’s
book reading available on Facebook by community
leaders, or #NotableNeighbors, people who make an
impact on others through volunteering, helping children,
organizing non-profits, or simply through their acts of
interest and involvement in our community as a whole.
What began as an idea to partner with a variety of
members of our community on an education outreach
“virtual event” has now become a valued service to
families. Notable Neighbor Celebrity Read-Along videos
on PBS Fort Wayne’s Facebook page are posted every
Thursday at 11 am. More than 25 area guests have
given their time to read a favorite children’s book. Viewer
comments continue to be extremely positive as this
segment also encourages positive social media that
promotes early childhood learning and literacy!

The Fred Rogers Company / PNC Grow Up Great Program awarded PBS FW with its third “Be My Neighbor Grant!”
Given COVID-19 concerns, the station created an online Be My Neighbor Summer Camp with five days of summer
camp activities for children and families through videos to help guide each day of easy and safe crafts. Each day’s
lesson also came as a PDF file to download and use as a guide. The project allowed PBS FW to reach out to area
agencies and distribute summer camp activity bags to 1,000 children to help them safely explore, learn, and grow with
these great hands-on camp activities. PBS FW partnered with Big Brothers Big Sisters, Brightpoint, Youth Services
Bureau of Huntington and Bridge of Grace. This summer camp outreach was reprised in August 2020 as PBS FW’s
offering at STEAM Park for the 2020 virtual “Taste of the Arts” event with Arts United.

